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Chapte rr  5 Muon chambe r 
alignmen tt  precisio n 

WhatWhat is twisted cannot be straightened; 
whatwhat is lacking cannot be counted. 

Ecclesiastess 1:15 

Thee relative alignment of the three chambers (one in each muon station) traversed by a muon is 
onee of the prime factors in the precision of the muon momentum measurement. The previous 
chapterr dealt with the precision of the track segments as measured by the individual chambers. 
Thiss chapter deals with how the three segments are combined to determine the track 'sagitta', 
whichh is a direct measure for the muon momentum. Any misalignment of chambers will introduce 
aa fake sagitta, and the alignment needs to be known to high accuracy to compensate for that. Ex-
pressedd in terms of the sagitta, the accuracy of the alignment of the muon chambers is aimed to be 
300 |im. The experimental set-up called 'DATCHA' was built to test whether this goal can be 
achieved,, and is shown on the photograph in figure 5-1. It was assembled and operated at CERN 
inn the period 1996-1999. The main results of 'DATCHA' have been published [46]. This chapter 
dealss with the description of the set-up, the method used for the test and will show mat the goal is 
achieved. . 

5.11 Method of verificatio n 

Too verify the precision of an alignment system, an independent measurement is needed to compare 
itt to. For our test, three prototype muon chambers are used in a full-size set-up in the configuration 
inn which the ATLAS experiment will measure the muon tracks. Here, cosmic muons detected by 
thee muon chambers are used for the independent measurement. Because of the absence of a mag-
neticc field the muons go straight on average. In the test, the average sagitta is calculated from the 
cosmicc muon tracks and from the alignment systems. This is done for several controlled displace-
mentss of the MDT chambers. The alignment sagitta values are then compared to the muon sagitta 
values.. This gives the precision of the alignment system smeared with the precision of the muon 
tracks,, which is dominated by the multiple scattering in detector material. Since the alignment sys-
temss in the DATCHA set-up were not calibrated, this test only shows on how well the alignment 
systemm can monitor changes in the geometry. 
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5.22 Descriptio n of the DATCHA set-up 

Thee DATCHA' set-up constitutes one full-size large muon barrel tower, which is about 0.5% of 
thee ATLAS muon spectrometer, including three Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) chambers, three Re-
sistivee Plate Chambers (RPCs) and 16 Rasnik alignment monitors. Figure 5-2 shows a schematic 
vieww of the set-up. 

Figur ee 5-2 Schematic front-view (a) and side-view (b) of the DATCHA set-up. 

Ass in ATLAS, the MDT chambers (here BIL, BML and BOL) measure the precision coordinate 
(z)) of the muons. The geometry of the MDT chambers in DATCHA is taken from the ATLAS ge-
ometryy at the time of construction of the set-up and is somewhat different from the final layout of 
ATLAS.. The BIL chamber was constructed at IHEP in Protvino, Russia. The tubes for the BML 
andd BOL chambers were wired at CERN [47], and were assembled into full chambers at INFN in 
Frascati,, Italy, (BML) and at NIKHEF in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, (BOL). The RPC cham-
bers,, constructed at INFN in Rome, Italy, measure the 'second coordinate' (x, along the MDT 
wires)) and are used in the trigger, but the layout differs from ATLAS. The muons in ATLAS will 
comee from the center of the detector, but here we use cosmic muons, which traverse the set-up in 
thee opposite direction. In DATCHA no magnetic field is present and the muons follow a straight 
path,, apart from multiple scattering. In addition a scintillating hodoscope is installed for the timing 
off  the passing muons. A concrete + iron absorber is installed to remove the low energy muons. 
Thee DATCHA set-up was assembled at CERN and became operational in the summer of 1997. 

5.2.11 Scintillating hodoscope 

Thee 3 x 1 m2 scintillating hodoscope serves to measure the time of passage of the muon. It is in-
stalledd directly below the BIL chamber and consists of two layers of fourteen 0.2 x 1 m2 plastic 
scintillationn counters. The short sides of the counters are in the x-direction and the two layers are 

1.. DATCHA is the acronym for Demonstration of ATlas CHamber Alignment. 
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shiftedd by about 7 cm in x. This leads to a measurement of the ^-coordinate with a precision of a 
feww cm. The counters are read out with photo-multipliers on opposite sides (in z) for the two lay-
ers,, which allows to correct for the signal propagation time in the scintillators. Passage of a muon 
causess a hit in one counter in each of the layers. The mean time of arrival of the signal of the 
counterss of the two layers is taken as the time of arrival of the muon. The resolution of this mean 
timee is 1.0 ns. Systematic variations are smaller than 0.5 ns over the entire surface. The time dif-
ferencee between the two layers allows to calculate the z-position with a precision of 15 cm, assum-
ingg an inverse signal propagation speed of 6.3 ns / m. 

5.2.22 Resistiv e plate chamber s 

Severall  Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) are installed for second coordinate (x) measurement and 
forr triggering. A single RPC is 2 x 2 m2 and has strips with a pitch of 31 mm giving a coordinate 
measurementt precision of 31 mm / J\2 = 9 mm. They are continually flushed with an Argon/Fre-
on/Isobutanee 56/40/4 gas mixture and are operated at a high-voltage of 7000 V. Three RPCs are 
combinedd to cover a region of 2 x 6 m2 and are installed directly above the BOL chamber (RPC 1 
inn figure 5-2). One 2 x 2 m2 RPC is installed directly below the BIL chamber (RPC 2 in figure 5-
2).. These RPCs measure only the ^-coordinate. Four additional RPCs are combined below the ab-
sorberr (RPC 3 in figure 5-2) to measure both the x- and ^-coordinates over a surface of 2 x 4 m2. 
Thee location along the wire at which the muon traverses the MDT chambers is derived from the 
availablee RPC ^-measurements and has a precision of about 4 cm, which includes RPC misalign-
mentss and multiple scattering in the absorber. 

5.2.33 Muon trigge r 

Thee cosmic muon trigger is derived from a coincidence between hits in the two hodoscope layers, 
thee RPC above the BOL chamber and the RPC underneath the 0.8 m concrete + 1.6 m steel ab-
sorber.. The energy cut on the muons due to the absorber is about 3 GeV and the trigger rate is 
aroundd 5 Hz. A typical run collects 300.000 events in about 17 hours. In the offline analysis we se-
lectt the high quality trigger events by requiring: 

 Unambiguous hits in the scintillating hodoscope (90%), and 

 One continuous sequence of strips hit in at least 2 of the 3 RPC chambers (96%), and 

 Match between the x-coordinate of the RPCs and the x-coordinate of the hodoscope (88%), , 

whichh reduces the sample to 76% of the recorded events. 

5.2.44 Muon drif t tube chamber s 

Threee MDT chambers (BIL,BML and BOL) are installed to make up one large muon barrel tower. 
Thee geometry corresponds to the third barrel tower in ATLAS1, which has an average angle of 
117°° with the colliding beams. Table 5-1 gives an overview of the nominal geometrical parameters 
off  the chambers used in DATCHA. The third wire locator2 of the BML and BOL chambers is lo-
catedd halfway along the wires, above the middle cross-plate. 
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Tablee 5-1 Nominal geometrical parameters of the MDT chambers installed in DATCHA. 

Paramete r r BIL L BML L BOL L 

## tubes per layer 

## layers per multilayer 

Totall  # of tubes 

Z-pitchh (mm) 

Y-pitchh (mm) 

Layerr stacking (Z-pitches) 

AYY multilayers (mm) 

Tubee length (mm) 

Wiree tension (g) 

## wire locators 

ZZ center of chamber (mm) 

YY center of chamber (mm) 

32 2 

3 3 

192 2 

30.100 0 

26.067 7 

0,, -Vi, 0 ; 0, -'/2, 0 

232.134 4 

2500 0 

250 0 

2 2 

-2471.286 6 

+4883.000 0 

48 8 

3 3 

288 8 

30.050 0 

26.024 4 

72 2 

4 4 

576 6 

30.075 5 

26.046 6 

0,, +Vi, 0 ; 0, +»/2, 0 -1 Vi, -1, -l/2, 0 ; 0, +V2, +1 

332.048 8 

4000 0 

300 0 

3 3 

-3841.714 4 

+7543.000 0 

458.138 8 

5700 0 

250 0 

3 3 

-5545.000 0 

++ 10951.000 

,, +l'/2 

Parameter r 
Gass mixture 

Pressure e 

Highh voltage 

Gass renewal rate 

Gass gain 

Discriminatorr threshold 

Value e 
Arr / C 02 / H 20 
8 0 / 2 0 / 0 . 25 5 

22 bar absolute 

3150V V 

11 volume / day 

4xx 104 

15thh electron (60 mV) 

Thee operation point of the MDT chambers in Table 5-2 MDT operation point in DATCHA. 
DATCHAA is listed in table 5-2. This is different 
fromm the one foreseen for ATLAS (listed in table 
2-2).. The operating point is much less critical than 
inn ATLAS, because in DATCHA the occupancy is 
muchh lower, which relaxes the requirements on the 
maximumm drift time. For the chosen operation 
pointt it is 1200 ns. The H20 admixture helps to re-
ducee almost all discharge effects which were 
presentt in about 10% of the tubes in the BML and 
BOLL chambers. 

Fastt shaping FBPANIC-04 pre-amplifiers, which are a modified version of the pre-amplifiers orig-
inallyy developed for the muon drift chambers of the LEP L3 experiment, are mounted on hedge-
hogg boards at the read-out ends of the MDTs. Discriminators and multiplexers are combined on a 
'BIMUX '' board, which fits onto the pre-amplifier board. A thick copper-clad ground plate is 
mountedd in between the two boards to minimise electromagnetic interference. One pre-amplifier/ 
BIMUXX board unit has 32 channels and reads out a maximum of four layers of eight tubes. The 
BIMUXX board has two types of output: four timing outputs and a tube address output. The eight 
tubess in one layer are OR-red into one timing output and are led into one channel of a CAMAC 
LeCroyy 2277 Time to Digital Converter (TDC). Each TDC channel does the time stamping for a 
maximumm of eight leading and eight trailing edges in 1 ns bins. The tube address output gives a 
maximumm of four tube addresses per layer of eight tubes, i.e. per TDC output. The tube addresses 
aree led via two levels of multiplexing (the DETCOM and FBROC from the L3 experiment) into a 

1.. The DATCHA MDT geometry deviates from the final ATLAS geometry (listed in table 2-1) be-
causee the latter has been further optimised after construction of DATCHA. 

2.. This third wire-locator is absent in the final design for all MDT chambers. 

1166 5.2 Description of the DA TCHA set-up 
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CAMACC CAEN input-output register. The CAMAC modules are read out into a VME crate, con-
trolledd by a FTC 8234 processor running the OS-9 operating system. The data is stored on a disk of 
aa SUN workstation and is copied to tape via CERN's central data recording (CDR) facility. 

Thee MDT high-voltage is distributed on the far end of each tube via 4 x 8 channel hedgehog 
boards.. The high-voltage is generated locally on the chamber by one Cockroft-Walton supply per 
multilayer. . 

5.2.55 Detecto r contro l 

Thee MDT chambers are controlled via a Controller Area Network (CAN) fieldbus that is com-
mandedd from a SUN workstation. CAN nodes connected to the high-voltage generators allow to 
rampp up and down the high-voltage, to monitor the currents and voltages and to set limits outside 
whichh the high-voltage is automatically switched off. The Detector Control Card (DCC) controls 
thee MDT front-end electronics. It has a GPCAN (general purpose CAN) card with a 87c592 micro 
controllerr with CAN interface. It is used to set the discriminator thresholds, to mask channels on 
thee BIMUXs, and to send calibration pulses to the pre-amplifiers. The CAN bus is also used to 
readd out temperature sensors on the chambers. 

Figuree 5-3 shows the average temperature of the BOL chamber as a function of time for a period 
off  several days. The day-night temperature variations are clearly visible. Figure 5-4 shows the 
temperaturee profile along a tube of the BOL chamber. The temperature at the read-out (RO) side is 
significantlyy higher than on the high-voltage (HV) side due to the large amount of heat that is pro-
ducedd in the front-end electronics. This effect will be much smaller in ATLAS, because the power 
consumptionn of the electronics will be an order of magnitude smaller. The small temperature rise 
att the HV side is due to heat production in the Rasnik cameras. 

00 12 244 36 48 
Timee (hours) 

72 2 00 1425 2850 4275 5700 
ROO Position along tube (mm) HV 

Figur ee 5-3 Temperature of the BOL chamber Figur e 5-4 Temperature profile along a tube of 
ass a function of time for a period of 3 days. The the BOL chamber, 
timee axis starts at midnight. 
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5.2.66 Alignmen t system s 

Thee DATCHA set-up is equipped with 16 Ras-
nikk alignment monitors (see figure 5-5) which 
cann be divided into two different types of sys-
tems.. Each chamber has four Rasnik monitors 
too measure chamber deformations, the 'in-
plane'' system. The three chambers are intercon-
nectedd at the four corners by Rasnik monitors, 
thee 'projective' system. 

Thee in-plane system is described in paragraph 
2.5.1.. For DATCHA the in-plane system is 
moree relevant than for ATLAS, because in 
DATCHAA the BML and BOL chambers have an 
additionall  wire locator halfway along the wire. 
Ass a consequence, the position of the middle 
cross-platee directly influences the positions of 
thee wires and therefore needs to be known to 
thee order of 10 |im, to be compared to the order 
0.11 mm requirement for ATLAS coming from 
thee requirement on the concentricity of the wire 
andd tube. 

Thee projective system is described in paragraph 
2.5.2.. In DATCHA four Rasniks are used for a 
singlee tower, whereas in ATLAS typically two physical towers will be combined into one logical 
projectivee alignment tower. In DATCHA the projective alignment components are mounted on the 
cross-plates,, whereas in ATLAS they will be mounted on the tubes on the outside of the chambers. 
Thee BIL chamber holds the four projective Rasnik masks, the BML chamber the lenses and the 
BOLL chamber the sensors. All MDT chambers in DATCHA have cut-outs around the optical paths 
off  the projective systems. 

Al ll  16 Rasniks are read-out via a multiplexer controlled by a PC and the images are analysed on-
linee on the same PC1, where one image takes typically 5.5 seconds to analyse. During a data-tak-
ingg run, all systems are read-out typically once every 10 minutes. 

5.33 Simulatio n of the DATCHA set-up 

AA simulation program for the DATCHA set-up has been developed by P. Hendriks [48] inside the 
Arvee framework [49], the official Atlas Reconstruction and Visualisation Environment at the time 
off  the DATCHA data taking. It produces Monte Carlo events suitable for verifying muon recon-
struction,, MDT calibration algorithms and geometry reconstruction using muon tracks. The latter 

1.. A 200 MHz Pentium-II running Microsoft Windows NT. 

Figur ee 5-5 Layout of the Rasnik alignment 
rayss in the DATCHA set-up. For clarity only the 
cross-platess of the chambers are shown. Each 
chamberr has four 'in-plane' Rasniks. Four 'pro-
jective'' Rasniks interconnect the three cham-
berss at their corners. 

1188 5.3 Simulation of the DA TCHA set-up 
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iss covered in paragraph 5.6, and the first two topics are covered in detail in reference [50] but are 
nott treated in this thesis. 

Thee program implements the complete DATCHA set-up, i.e. detectors and inactive material, in its 
nominall  geometry: 

 Detectors: 

-- MDT chambers including their inactive material (tube walls, gas and long-beams); 

-- RPCs; 

-- Scintillating hodoscope. 

 Inactive material: 

-- A crude approximation of the RPC support structure; 

-- The iron + concrete absorber that serves as a momentum cut (3 GeV/c) in the trigger. 

AA cosmic ray generator is used as a particle source. It simulates cosmic ray muons in a |i+:|i ratio 
off  5:4. Their origin is uniformly distributed in a plane above the detector, while their angular dis-
tributionn is proportional to cos2(0), where G is the angle between the vertical (y-) axis and the 
muon.. The (1 momentum distribution is taken proportional to l/p2. 

Thee particle interactions are mostly handled by Gismo [51], the domain inside Arve that defines 
thee particle properties and material definitions. It provides the core simulation functionality and 
implementss multiple scattering and continuous energy loss in materials. In addition to Gismo, the 
generationn of 5-rays is implemented such that the effect is in principle identical to the one provid-
edd by GEANT [52]. 

Responsess of all detectors to the cosmic muons and 5-electrons are generated and digitised. The 
RPCss produce a list of strip numbers that were hit. The hodoscope gives the numbers of the scin-
tillatorr counters that were hit. 

Simulationn of the response of the MDT chambers is implemented in more detail. At the passage of 
aa (charged) particle through an MDT, the distance of the track to the MDT wire is calculated. This 
distancee is smeared with a Gaussian where the width is a simplified function of the distance: start-
ingg from 150 (im at the wire, it decreases linearly to 80 Jim at 5 mm from the wire, after which it 
remainss constant. The next step in the digitisation process consists of converting the drift distance 
rr  to a time t by inverting an r-t relation. This drift time is then corrected for the time needed by the 
signall  to propagate along the MDT wire, and for the time of flight of the original particle from the 
MDTT wire to the hodoscope. In both cases the velocity is assumed to be the speed of light. In addi-
tionn to the (smeared) drift distances, the truth information (type of particle, distance to wire + left/ 
right,, propagation time along the wire, time of flight) is stored in the data file. The multiplexed 
read-outt of the MDT chambers is simulated in the analysis framework, which is described in the 
nextt paragraph. 
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5.44 Analysi s framewor k 

Thee framework for the data analysis, 'mutdat', was taken from the software used by ATLAS to an-
alysee the CERN muon test-beam data, and was developed by N. Hessey [53]. It is adapted and ex-
tendedd to match the DATCHA set-up. It is written in the C programming language and uses the 
KUIPP package [54] as a command line interpreter. It reads the data from file, decodes it, and 
makess it accessible to the user, who has to implement the actual analysis routines. A graphical dis-
playy was added in the FORTRAN programming language using the HIGZ and HPLOT graphics 
packagess [55]. 

Forr DATCHA a separate track reconstruction package was developed in FORTRAN, which imple-
mentss the track reconstruction described in paragraph 4.3. It is interfaced to the framework and in-
cludedd as a separate library. The MDT calibration algorithms, described in paragraph 4.2, are also 
interfacedd to and included in the framework. Simulation of the DATCHA multiplexed MDT read-
outt is written in C++ and is applied automatically when simulated events are read in. 

Thee primary task of the framework is the data pre-processing. RPC strip numbers and hodoscope 
counterr numbers are converted into three dimensional hit positions. MDT hits arrive in two sepa-
ratee data streams (tube addresses and time stamps) that need to be matched to assign the correct 
driftt times to the correct tubes. 

5.55 Globa l trac k reconstructio n and sagitt a calculatio n 

Thee MDTs are calibrated and the local tracks are reconstructed as explained in chapter 4, with the 
followingg differences: 

 The time-of-flight of the muon is calculated w.r.t. the impact point of the muon in the hodo-
scopee (see paragraph 5.2.1); 

 The x-coordinate (along the tubes) is measured by the RPC chambers (see paragraph 5.2.2). 

Detailss on the MDT calibration and the track reconstruction performance of the DATCHA set-up 
cann be found in reference [50]. After reconstructing the track segments in the BIL, BML and BOL 
chambers,, they are combined into a 'global' track. Because the tracks are straight, the angle differ-
encesences of the track segments are used to decide which segments belong to the same global track. 
Thee relative position of the track segments is not used since the global chamber positions are poor-
lyy known. For each track segment in the BIL chamber, a segment is searched for in the BML 
chamberr with an angle that is equal to the BIL segment within the cut (50 mrad). When found, and 
thee angle of a BOL segment equals the angles of both other segments within this cut, a global track 
iss formed if the r.m.s. of the segment angles is within a second cut (10 mrad). Figure 5-6 shows a 
fullyy reconstructed DATCHA event. As an example, figure 5-7 shows the distribution of the angle 
differencee between the track segments in the BIL and BOL chambers. The r.m.s. is much larger 
thann the precision of the reconstructed segment angles (0.26 mrad and 0.18 mrad for BIL and BOL 
respectively),, and is consistent with the multiple scattering in the BML chamber.1 Figure 5-8 
showss the distribution of the r.m.s. of the three segment angles of a global track. 

1200 5.4 Analysis framework 
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DATCHAA at CER 
E E 

>-- 11000 0 

10000 0 

90000 -

8000 0 

7000 0 

6000 0 

5000 0 
-- ii ! > 385 

-70000 -6000 -5000 -4000 -3000 

Runn 2015 Evt 982 Hits 21 Trks 3 Global 1 

-20000 -1000 
ZZ (mm) 

Figur ee 5-6 Event display of the 'mutdat' analysis program showing a fully reconstructed 
DATCHAA event. Besides the global layout of the BIL, BML and BOL chambers, and the globally 
reconstructedd track of the muon traversing them, zooms are shown of the local track segments 
perr chamber, including the list of hits per multilayer. A second level zoom per multilayer is shown 
aroundd the track segments to better visualise the hits-on-track. The sequential tube number within 
aa layer is added in the tubes for debugging purposes. 

1.. With the muon energy cut in DATCHA of about 3 GeV, and 6x1.2 mm = 7.2 mm of aluminium 
traversedd on average in the BML chamber, i.e. about 0.1 x X0, the r.m.s. multiple scattering angle is 
aboutt 7ÖTÏ  13.6/3000 = 1.5 mrad. 
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6000 --

4000 --

2000 --

-100 -5 0 5 10 
A66 BIL-BO L trac k segmen t (mrad ) 

Figur ee 5-7 Distribution of the angle difference 
off the track segments in the BIL and BOL 
chambers. . 

l l 

6000 0 

4000 0 

2000--
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Nentt  = 50239 
Meann = 0.01 
RMSS = 0.01 

U^JWUjn^. . 
00 5 10 15 20 25 
R.m.s.. 6 of trac k segment s (mrad ) 

Figur ee 5-8 Distribution of the r.m.s. of the 
angless of the three track segments of a global 
track. . 

Oncee a global track is formed, the 'sagitta' is calculated. The sagitta ('arrow') of a curved track 
(thee 'bow') is the amount of deviation from a straight line (the 'string') and is, in the presence of a 
magneticc field, a measure of the particle momentum. In the absence of a magnetic field, as in 
DATCHA,, the tracks are straight on average, and the average sagitta is a measure for the misalign-
mentt of the chambers. 

Expressingg the misalignment in terms of the sa-
gittaa has the advantage of being directly related 
too the momentum measurement. As illustrated 
inn figure 5-9, in DATCHA we define the sagitta 
ass the distance from the support point of the 
trackk segment in the BML chamber to the line 
connectingg the support points of the track seg-
mentss in the BIL and BOL chambers. This line 
cann be considered a track as described in para-
graphh 4.3.2 where the two support points can be 
consideredd two hits with zero measured radius 
andd error ad (equation 4-22). It is assumed that 
thee angle differences between the global track 
andd the track segments are small. For this 'IO' 
(Inner-Outer)) track, the support point 
(Zr,(Zr, , v0 ), the angle 9 , the positional error 
aadd and the angular error ae are given by: 

BML L 

Figur ee 5-9 Illustration 
sagittaa in DATCHA. 

off the muon track 

1222 5.5 Global track reconstruction and sagitta calculation 
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wheree the upper indices I, M and O refer to the track segments in the BIL , BML and BOL chamber 
respectively.. The variable L is the distance between the support points of the track segments in the 
BILL and BOL chambers. The precision of the sagitta measurement is the quadratic sum of the po-
sitionall  error of the BML track segment and the spatial error (perpendicular to the IO track) of the 
pointt on the IO track that is closest to the support point on the BML segment. The latter contribu-
tionn depends on where along the IO track the point of closest approach (PCA) is located, because 

IO IO IOIO IO, thee error contribution due to o9" is proportional to the distance from the PCA to {z^, y^). Real-
isingg that the sagitta is equal to the distance from the BML 'hit' to the IO track, we use equations 
4-133 to calculate the sagitta ^ and its error: 

.. M io. ,aio. . M io. . .jo. 
ss = (>o ~yo )c o s<e ) - Uo ~zo ) s i n( e ) 

22 , M 2 IO,2 10 2 [ M IO. /rIO. . M IO. . ,nI0. 
GG

ss = (CT</) +(-ad ) + < ae ) l<zo ~zo >c o s( e J + ty) ->'o ) s i n( 8 ) 

5-3 3 

Too get more insight in the error term between {} , we introduce two new parameters XM and X10, 
definedd as the relative y-position in between the BIL and BOL track segments of yQ and y0 re-
spectively,, such that X = 0 corresponds to the BIL segment, and X = 1 corresponds to the BOL: 

MIMI io I 

.J**  ?o -:vo . .io yo -yo 
AA = — r and A = 

oo I 
yo-yo yo-yo 

OO I 
yo-yo yo-yo 

IO IO 

OO I 
zz00 ~z0 

11 + 

1 1 
(( o\2 ' 

I I 

\°dJ \°dJ 

5-4 4 

Usingg these definitions the error on the sagitta reads (after some math): 

2 2 

M M IO IO IOIO 2 ,2 
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Tablee 5-3 Values of XM and X10 based on 
thee geometry of DATCHA and ATLAS (muon 
layoutt P-03, February 2002). 

Thee y-coordinates of the track segment support 
pointss are close to the respective chamber y-posi-
tions,, so XM is determined mainly by the layout of 
thee detector. The value of X10 depends only on the 
ratioo of BIL and BOL track segment positional er-
rors.. It is reasonable to assume that these errors are 
inverselyy proportional to the square root of the 
numberr of layers in a chamber, so X10 depends 
mainlyy on the ratio of the number of layers in the 
BILL and BOL chambers. The last term within the 
{{  }  of equation 5-5 is usually small and can be ne-
glected.. Table 5-3 shows the values of XM and X10 for ATLAS and DATCHA for above mentioned 
assumptions.. We see that the contribution of the last error term in equation 5-5 is small compared 
too the other two terms. We conclude that the error on the sagitta has only a minor dependence on 
thee positioning of the chambers in space. It can be calculated to a few percent accuracy with: 

XM XM 

X'o X'o 
(XM-XIO)2 (XM-XIO)2 

DATCHA A 

B-IMO-L L 

0.44 4 

0.57 7 

0.018 8 

ATLA S S 

B-IMO-LL B-IMO-S 

0.488 0.59 

0.433 0.43 

0.0033 0.026 

,, = J + 
;;  2 0 2 

// 2 o 2 

(o(odd)) +(od) 

5-6 6 

Notee also that the contribution from the middle chamber is about two times more important than 
thee contributions from the inner and outer chambers, so the measurement accuracy is enhanced 
mostt efficiently by improving the middle chambers, for example by adding layers of tubes. 

Figuree 5-10 shows the distribution of the sagitta and its error for one DATCHA run. The r.m.s. of 
thee sagitta is much larger than its error due to the large multiple scattering. The average value of 
thee sagitta is non-zero because of the misalignment of the chambers. 
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Figur ee 5-10 Distribution of the sagitta of one run in DATCHA (a) and its error (b). 
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5.66 Geometr y reconstructio n usin g straigh t muon track s 

5.6.11 Geometrica l model 

Thee positions of the MDT wires are the only geometrically relevant objects as far as the track re-
constructionn is concerned. The wire positions are determined by the wire locators and the gravita-
tionall  wire sag in between those locators. The wire locators are positioned by the cross-plates, and 
thee gravitational sag is calculated using the wire tension. The gravitational wire sag is already tak-
enn into account in the muon track reconstruction. Hence the basic geometrical units to be posi-
tionedtioned in space are the cross-plates. 

Figuree 5-5 in paragraph 5.2.6 shows the cross-plates as well as the coordinate system, where it 
shouldd be stated that the middle cross-plates of the three chambers are located at x = 0. Out of the 
sixx degrees of freedom per cross-plate (three dimensional position and three rotation angles) only 
threee influence the wire positions to first order: the y and z positions and the rotations a around the 
x-axis.. The BIL middle cross-plate is irrelevant, since BIL does not have a central wire locator, so 
eightt cross-plates are relevant geometrical objects. To get an absolute reference in space the angle 
aa of one cross-plate has to be fixed (we take the BML middle one) and the positions y and z of two 
cross-platess have to be fixed (we take the two BIL outer ones). The number of parameters left to 
bee determined is thus 3 x 8 - 1 - 2 x 2 = 1 9, which we choose to be the deviations Ay, Az and Aa 
fromm the ideal cross-plates geometry. In the notation we use the upper index ' -' for the cross-plate 
att JC < 0 (read-out), '0' for the one at x = 0 (middle), and '+' for the one at x > 0 (high-voltage). The 
lowerr index 'i ' stands for BIL, 'm' for BML and 'o' for BOL. The 19 parameters are: 

BIL:: Aaj, Aa*  (2 parameters), 

BML:: Aam, Azm, Aym, Az°m, Ay°m, Act', Az*m, Ay+
m (8 parameters), 

BOL:: Aoc0, Az0> Ay0, Aa0, Az0, Ay0, Aa*, Az+
0, Ay*  (9 parameters). 

5.6.22 Determinatio n of the geometrica l parameter s 

Thee parameters are determined by minimising the %2 in an iterative procedure as outlined in ap-
pendixx C. The x2 is made up of the angular and positional information contained in the track seg-
mentss in each of the three chambers. The total x2 is the sum of the %2's of the track segments in all 
threee possible pairs of chambers: 

22 _ 2 2 2 

Thiss %2 consists of 8 terms, depending on the chambers concerned and where the track traverses 
thee chambers. %2j  m and y}\. 0

 e a c ri have 2 terms, and y}m 0 has 4 terms. 

Thee local (i.e. at a certain x) displacement and rotation is obtained by linear interpolation in x be-
tweenn the two cross-plates concerned. We define x as being the fractional position in x of the track 
inn a chamber: 
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2x2x - + 
xx = for x < x < x so that -1 < x < 

Thee interpolated parameters are different for the three chambers: 

11 -X- 1 + X; 

Aa^x)) = —— • Aotj + —-— • Aocj , 5-7 7 

AOC m ( x )) = 
* m -Aa mm

 for*m

-x-xmm  A a for Jrm < 0 
mm m m 

Aao(x)) = ( l -* 0 ) -Aa°° + V A a o f o r*o*° ^ 

( l + i 0 ) A a | ; - x o A a o f o r i o < 0 0 

Thee interpolations for y and z are the same and are given by simply replacing the a's above by v 
andd z respectively. Although these equations are exact for a wire, they are only exact for a track 
segmentt if the rotation angle is the same all over the track segment. This is true if there is no 
torquetorque in the chamber and no rotation of the complete chamber around the y and z axes and no 
chamberchamber sag in y and z. Any of these cases will make the rotation angle vary along the track seg
ment,, since the track segment extends in x. The exact change in the track segment angle can be ob
tainedd by re-fitting the segment (as described in paragraph 4.3.2) using displaced wire positions. 
This,, however, requires the availability of the hits and is rather cpu intensive. We use three simpli
fications: : 

1.. We correct the measured track angles by taking two 'super points' on the track, each halfway 
(inn y) either multilayer. These points we translate and rotate using the exact interpolation for
mulas.. From the two displaced points we calculate the new track segment position and an
gle.. These new track segments are treated as 'measurement points'. 

2.. In calculating the second derivatives of the y} to the parameters, we use the above simple in
terpolationn formulas, i.e. we ignore the extension of the track in x. 

3.. In each iteration the calculation of the corrections to the angles is separated from the calcula
tionn of the corrections to the positions. 

Withh these simplifications, the angle differences of the (new) measurements should be zero on av
erage,, meaning that the 'model' predicts zero differences. The y} of the angles then becomes: 

\\ k k 2 t k 2 k k 2 

NN (e*  ._e ) (e - e ) (e - e ) 
LL T—i v new, i new.m' v new, t new,o' x new, o new,m> 

*«=*«= X , 2 + , 2 + — 1 1 — 
* = 11 « V , - , J (CTa,.\J > 
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wheree the summation is over N global tracks denoted by upper index k. The &news are the angles 
(ass defined in paragraph 4.3.2) of the new track segments, and the oas are the errors on the meas
uredd angles, which are dominated by the multiple scattering. 

Inn the positions y} we use the distances between the track segments in the chambers. Apart from 
multiplee scattering, the angles of the track segments are the same for one track. In the calculation 
off the distance between two track segments we therefore use the average of all three (corrected) 
angless Qnew and the distance is given (here for the BIL and BML segments) by: 

kk \ k k -k k k -Jfc I 
ddi,mi,m = | ( > , 0 , r - > ' 0 , m ) C O S ( e « ^ ) - ( 2 o T / - ^ , m ) s i n ( e n ^ w ) | , 5 -11 

wheree the y0s and ZQS are the coordinates of the support points (as defined in paragraph 4.3.2) of 
thee track segments. As with the angles, these distances should be zero on average, and the 'model' 
predictss zero. The y} of the positions then becomes: 

22 = £ 
&pos&pos / , 

k=k= 1 

kk 2 j , 2 ic 2 

idid ) (cf ) (d ) 
vv t, m' v  i.o' y o,m> kk 2 I, 2 t 2 

(oo  ) (o  ) (o ) 
vv pos, i, m' v pos,i,oJ v pos,o,m' 
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Here,, the errors c are given (for the BIL-BML segments) by: 

kk 2 [ £ k 2 k k 2\ k ^ Jfc ^ k ^ 
tepos.Um*tepos.Um* = YZ0.i~Z0.m> + ^ 0 , / " ^ 0 , m> K a a , / , m ) + < G r f , / ) +^d,m  ̂ ' 5 " 1 3 

wheree Gj is the positional error of the track segment (equation 4-22). The total error is dominated 
byy the c a term. 

Thee algorithm is implemented in the 'geofit' program using the C++ programming language. De
tailss on the algorithm can be found in reference [56]. 

5.6.33 Mont e Carlo result s 

Thee algorithm as described in the previous paragraph is tested on Monte Carlo (MC) events gener
atedd by the simulation described in paragraph 5.3. First the MDTs are calibrated with the 'mutdat' 
programm (see paragraph 5.4) using the MC events and the ideal geometry. A distorted geometry is 
thenn simulated by moving and rotating the cross-plates (with a fixed amount), and displacing all 
hitss accordingly, before doing the track reconstruction. The thus reconstructed 50,000 global 
trackss are men used by the 'geofit' program to reconstruct the (distorted) geometry. The geometri
call parameters reconstructed by the program are then compared to the parameters used to distort 
thee geometry. 

Tablee 5-4 lists the input distortion parameters, the reconstructed parameters, their difference and 
thee pull. In this table, the Az and Ay parameters have been converted into parameters in the sagitta 
directionn (i.e. perpendicular to the tracks; subscript s), which is the relevant direction, and the di
rectionn parallel to the tracks (subscript p), which is the non relevant direction. This is done because 
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thee Ay and Az parameters (of the same cross-plate) are 99% correlated due to the fact that the 
trackss have an average angle of about -117 degrees and a small spread (3 degrees). The correla
tionn between the converted parameters is less than 25%. The cross-plate angles are reconstructed 
withinn 2-20 firad. The cross-plate positions are reconstructed with high accuracy in the (relevant) 
sagittaa direction (within 8-65 u,m) and with low accuracy in the (non relevant) parallel direction 
(withinn 20 - 675 |im). The average of the pull is -0.5, and its r.m.s. is 1.5, which is reasonable. 

Tablee 5-4 Monte Carlo comparison between input and reconstructed geometrical parameters. 

Paramete r r 

Aoc~~ (mrad ) 

AA a * (mrad ) 

A a mm (mrad ) 

A a ** (mrad ) 

Aa~~ (mrad ) 

Acc00 (mrad ) 

Act** (mrad ) 

AsAsmm (mm ) 

AsAsmm (mm ) 

AsAs++
mm (mm ) 

*s~*s~ (mm ) 

00 (mm ) 

A ^^  (mm ) 

Ap~Ap~mm (mm ) 

A/>mm (mm ) 

&P&P++
mm (mm ) 

AAPP~~ (mm ) 

00 (mm ) 

AAPP
++

QQ (mm ) 

Inpu tt  Reconstructe d _ . „  _ ., 
,, , Differenc e Pul l 

valu ee valu e 

1.0000 1 0.003 0.30 

-1.0000 -1.008+0.011 -0.008 -0.72 

-2.0000 -1.999+0.019 0.001 0.04 

2.0000 2.017+0.019 0.017 0.90 

3.0000 6 -0.017 -1.10 

1.0000 1.00910.008 0.009 1.09 

-1.0000 6 0.002 0.12 

-2.2366 -2.22410.019 0.012 0.64 

-0.8911 -0.89910.010 -0.008 -0.84 

-2.2200 -2.23810.019 -0.019 -1.01 

1.3455 1.407+0.022 0.062 2.81 

1.7666 1.719+0.014 -0.046 -3.31 

1.3288 1.26310.022 -0.065 -2.96 

-0.0166 0.003+0.264 0.020 0.08 

-0.4544 -0.67910.141 -0.225 -1.60 

-2.2533 -2.28810.267 -0.036 -0.13 

-0.4377 -0.70810.315 -0.270 -0.86 

3.1444 2.85610.198 -0.288 -1.45 

1.7999 1.12510.318 -0.674 -2.12 

5.6.44 Real data result s 

Ninee data runs were taken in December 1997, where the BML chamber is moved in z or y, or rotat
edd around the y-axis in between runs. The 300,000 events of each data run were collected in about 
177 hours of running. After processing with 'mutdat', about 60,000 reconstructed global tracks are 
availablee for geometry reconstruction with 'geofit'. The errors on the reconstructed cross-plate an
gless are 10 - 20 urad. The errors on the reconstructed cross-plate positions are 10 - 30 urn in the 
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Figur ee 5-11 Sagitta distribution of all individual runs before geometry corrections. 
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Figur ee 5-12 Combined sagitta distribution of all runs after geometry corrections. 

sagittaa direction and 200 - 500 |im parallel to the tracks. The y} per degree of freedom is 0.93 for 
thee angle fits and 1.3 for the position fits. 

Thee most relevant check on the consistency of the geometry fit is provided by the sagittas. The av
eragee value should be zero within the error when the corrected geometry is used as input for the 
trackk reconstruction. The cross-plate parameters found in the geometry fit are used as input param
eterss for the track reconstruction program, which corrects the position of each hit before the track 
fitt is performed. Figure 5-11 shows the sagitta distributions of all runs, without the corrections 
fromm the geometry fit. For clarity, each distribution is shown separately in the same figure, instead 
off added. The shifts of the distributions due to the BML displacements are clearly visible, despite 
thee overlap due to the large multiple scattering. Figure 5-12 shows the sagitta distribution of all 
runss added after the corrections from the geometry fit are applied to each run. The average of this 
distributionn is zero within the error. Figure 5-13 shows the distributions of the angle differences 
betweenn the pairs of track segments after corrections for the geometry. All runs are added in the 
samee histogram.They are all consistent with zero. 

Bothh the Monte Carlo results and the real data results provide a consistency check for the geome
tryy reconstruction. Both indicate that the geometry is correctly reconstructed. 
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Figur ee 5-13 Angle differences between the track segment pairs after corrections from the geom-
etryy fit. Nine runs are added. 
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5.77 Alignmen t syste m sagitt a compare d to muon trac k 
sagitt a a 

Inn DATCHA, the track sagitta is the most relevant parameter related to the muon momentum 
measurementt in ATLAS. The relevant test on the precision of the alignment system is therefore 
expressedd in track sagittas. For several controlled displacements of the BML chamber, a data run 
iss taken and the average sagitta as predicted from the alignment systems is compared to the aver
agee sagitta of the tracks. The latter sagitta is calculated as explained in paragraph 5.5. The align
mentt sagitta is determined by calculating the projections into the sagitta direction of the 
displacementss as measured by the Rasnik systems. 

Forr this test, global tracks are selected with an r.m.s. of the track segment angles below 2.5 mrad. 
Thiss cut is based on the distribution of the r.m.s. (figure 5-8). The average muon track sagitta and 
itss error are taken from the mean of a Gaussian fit to the central o of the track sagitta distribu
tion.. With about 60,000 entries (total) and a width of about 1.0 mm, the statistical error on the av
eragee track sagitta is about 5 Jim. 

Thee contributions of the in-plane systems to the average sagittas are the same for all runs with a 
run-to-runn r.m.s. of 1 jxm, and are therefore ignored in the current analysis. The contributions from 
thee projective systems are calculated per data run in two steps. First, the Rasnik readings are con
vertedd into the displacements of the Rasnik lenses (i.e. the four corners of the BML chamber) in 
termss of the Rasnik coordinate system (x'^s

s,y'R
e"s

s, zR"s
s). In this step only the Rasnik measure

mentss and the Rasnik geometry are used. In the second step the lens displacements are converted 
intoo the global coordinate system via the rotation matrix R^  ̂ of the Rasnik masks (since the 
maskss define the Rasnik coordinate system), and then into the sagitta direction via the averages of 
thee cosines and sines of the muon track angles 6. The second step only depends on the track angles 
andd the Rasnik geometry, and is summarised in three linear transformation coefficients (cxs, cys, 
cc ). The sagitta of one Rasnik system is then: 

'Ras 'Ras 

lens lens 
XXRas Ras 

lens lens 
>Ras >Ras 

lens lens 
^^ ZRas J 

'xs'xs ys zs 

AARas Ras 

AARasRas + 

AARas Ras 

AARasRas + 

bb00-A -A 

11 Ras 

1> > 11 Ras 

RasRasVV0 0 

llRas Ras ++ 1 

5-14 4 

with h 00 -COS(9) til\(Q) J"mask ' fl fl 

wheree xRas, yRas and ARas are the measured Rasnik JC, v, and magnification respectively. The dis
tancee from the lens to the sensor b0 and the distance from the lens to the mask v0 are both for nom
inall positions of the chambers. Table 5-5 lists the values of the linear transformation coefficients 
ccxsxs,, c s and c s for the four projective systems. The systems are indicated by the side of the cham
berr (High-Voltage or Read-Out) and by an index number (1 = closest to z = 0). The Rasnik ^-coor
dinatee points almost in the sagitta direction and is by far the most relevant. 
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Thee Rasnik y-coordinate points almost parallel to 
thee MDT wires, and still has an 11 % contribution 
inn the sagitta direction. However, the y contribu
tionss on the HV and RO cross-plates cancel each 
other,, in case of a full chamber displacement along 
thee wires, because all Rasnik _y-axes point inward 
(towardd the middle cross-plate). The contribution 
off the displacement of the lens along the Rasnik 
opticall axis (c ) is non-zero because the optical 
axiss is not parallel to the average track angle. 

Thee Rasnik sagitta that is used in the comparison is the average of the sRas of the four projective 
systems.. The r.m.s. of the Rasnik sagitta is 20 - 30 |im within one run. This is an estimate for the 
statisticall uncertainty of a single set of Rasnik measurements, and is within the target precision of 
300 jam. However, most of the r.m.s. on the sagitta comes from the r.m.s. of the magnification. If it 
iss excluded from the sagitta calculation (i.e. c, = 0), the r.m.s. of the Rasnik sagitta goes down by 
ann order of magnitude to 1.5 - 2.5 |im! 

Withinn one run, the r.m.s. of the Rasnik magnification is 2x10" for the projective systems at the 
HVV side and around 8 x 10~ for the RO side. This difference is due to the extra air turbulence that 
iss generated by the heat of the read-out electronics. This effect is expected to be much lower in 
ATLAS,, since the power consumption (and therefore the heat production) of the final read-out 
electronicss will be an order of magnitude smaller. Even without the extra heat production, the 
r.m.s.. of the Rasnik magnification is still an order of magnitude larger than the precision obtained 
forr a short range (225 mm) system (see figure 2-16 in paragraph 2.4.4). This is most probably re
latedd to the air turbulence of the long range (7 m) projective systems. An r.m.s. of 2 x 1(T on the 
magnificationn corresponds to an r.m.s of about 0.8 mm on the displacement of the lens along the 
opticall axis. The set-up is certainly much more stable than that, so it is better not to use the Rasnik 
magnificationn to measure the lens z-displacement. The magnification, however, is still very useful 
too provide the scaling factor for the Rasnik x and y displacements (see equation 5-14). 

Figuree 5-14 shows the average sagittas measured by Rasnik as a function of the average sagittas 
measuredd by the muon tracks for the all BML displacements. The Rasnik sagittas have been calcu
latedd without the magnification (c = 0). With 40 - 75 Rasnik measurement sets taken per run, the 
statisticall error on the Rasnik sagitta is 0.2 -0.3 jim. The residuals are shown relative to a straight 
linee fit, which accounts for the uncertainty of the Rasnik magnifications (the sensor pixel size was 
nott precisely known), and for the uncertainty in the rotation of the projective masks around the op
ticall axis. The slope therefore does not need to be exactly 1. The errors on the residuals are the 
quadraticc sums of the errors on the track sagittas and Rasnik sagittas. There is an arbitrary offset 
betweenn the Rasnik sagittas and the track sagittas because the Rasniks have not been calibrated. 
Thee r.m.s. of the residuals is 11 u.m, which is comfortably within the target precision of 30 u.m. 

Thee DATCHA experiment has demonstrated that the alignment systems can track changes in the 
MDTT chamber geometry within the required precision. However, since the alignment systems 
weree not calibrated, is not yet demonstrated that they can provide the absolute correction to the 
trackk sagitta, which is what is needed in ATLAS. 

Tablee 5-5 Linear transformation coeffi-
cientss to convert the lens position of the 
Rasnikk projective systems into a sagitta. 

Syste mm  cxs cys czs 

ROO 1 0.992 0.108 -0.058 

HVV 1 -0.992 0.108 -0.058 

R00 2 0.992 0.108 0.068 

HV22 -0.992 0.108 0.068 
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Figur ee 5-14 Average sagitta predicted from the Rasnik projective systems (a) and the straight 
linee fit residuals (b) as a function of the average sagitta of the muon tracks. 
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